We consider conditions under which an upper semicontinuous decomposition has the decomposition space which is a topological «-sphere. A special emphasis is placed on the case in which the decomposition has only a countable number of nondegenerate elements. If M is an «-manifold with boundary, Bd M and Int M will be used to denote the usual boundary and the interior of M. The set theoretical boundary of a subset 4 in a space will be denoted by b(A) and the closure of 4 by Cl 4.
Let F be any subset whatsoever of Sn. By G(F) we denote the collection of the components of F and the points of Sn -F.
Theorem
1. Let G be a decomposition of Sn, ra>l, having only a countable number of nondegenerate elements. In order that G be an upper semicontinuous decomposition of Sn having an n-sphere as decomposition space, it is necessary and sufficient that G = G(F) for some I-set F in Sn.
Proof. The necessity. Let g be an arbitrary element of G and X and / respectively denote the decomposition space and the quotient map of G. Let 7>i, D2, • • • be ra-cells in X such that Bd 7>< do not meet the image under / of any nondegenerate element of G and the intersection of Di is/(g). Then g is the intersection of a decreasing sequence of compact connected sets £/,, where 7/» are the closures of the complementary domains of/_1(Bd 7>,) containing g. Hence g is connected. Then G = G(F) for the sum F of the nondegenerate elements of G. The sufficiency. We first show that G(F) is upper semicontinuous. Let xESn -F. It is easy to see that x has an arbitrarily small neighborhood which is the sum of elements of G(F). (Recall the proof of Lemma 2.) Let C he a component of F and h be a homeomorphism of Sn -F onto Sn-A for some countable subset 4 of Sn. Let xi, x2, • • • be a sequence of points in Sn -F that converges to a point xECJ Then by an argument similar to one in the proof of Lemma 2, we see that C is contained in the intersection of a decreasing sequence of compact connected sets Cl Vit where F,-is a complementary domain of an (ra -l)-sphere disjoint from F, and the intersection of Cl F,-is contained in F. That the intersection in fact is C follows from the fact that C is a component of F and the intersection is connected. Then a Vi with a sufficiently large i is a very close neighborhood of C which is the sum of elements of G(F).
We now define a map / of Sn onto itself as follows. For each point xESn -F, we let f(x) = h(x). Remarks. A result for S2 that is stronger than Theorem 2 is well known. While it may be true that an analogous theorem holds in Sn, we have no argument to prove it.
Suppose £ is a subset of S3 having a countable number of components of which each has an open 3-cell complement.
In general, £ is not an 7-set. However, we can prove Since each (ra -l)-sphere/_l(Bd 7\) is apart from £ by a positive distance, it is tame. A repeated application of Lemma 4 shows that Sn-g is an open «-cell.
The converse follows, since £ is a G¡ set, from [l, Theorem 1J. (Actually, Bing proves his theorem for ra = 3 but the proof works for ra>3 as well. Also, Theorem 6 can be slightly strengthened.
In fact, we only need to assume that £+4 is closed for some countable set A.) be an element of G of which D^ is in a l/2J,-neighborhood. Let g'EG be a limit set of gp's. Then an e-neighborhood U of g' meets infinitely many gp. Therefore, by the upper semicontinuity of G, U contains infinitely many gp. Hence, infinitely many D^ lie in (6 + 1/2")-neighborhoods of g'. This means that the intersection of D'^ is g' and g' = g. On the other hand, if xEC\ F, there exists p such that xEUDf.
We now simplify the situation a little. By shrinking D(p)'s slightly inward, we may assume they are tame. Then using pseudo-approximations of Lemma 4, we may assume that Di are similar and Di(p) is concentric to £)jp_1) if the latter contains the former. Using Corollary to Theorem 5 and the method of Harrold [4] , we see that X is an «-sphere.
